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What is Researchfish?



Funders community



What Information is
Collected?
New knowledge

• Publications

• Research Tools and Methods

• Research Databases and Models

Knowledge Transfer and 
Exchange

• IP & Licensing

• New products (medical, 
software, artistic etc)

• Spin Outs

Wider engagement

• Influence on policy, practice and 
the public

• Engagement activities

Developing human 
capacity and skills

• Next destination and skills

• Awards and recognition

• Use of facilities and resources

Further research and 
collaborations

• Further funding

• Collaboration and partnerships

Other output

• E.g. animal use, non-academic 
publications, secondments, 
events



Policy 
outcomes

How can we understand what impact 
these awards really have? 

Let’s focus on difficult to measure 
impacts: policy outcomes

In 2018, 5484 outcomes have 
been reported across 116 UK 

universities across 1032 awards 
of total value of £661M. 

Policy outcomes have been 
reported by around 13% awards 

in Social Sciences and 
Humanities. 



Outcomes vs 
impact

Most importantly, we record whether 
the outcome has any impact.

Health, economic, educational, societal, not known, no impact

We collect information on 

Type of activity (e.g 
membership of policy 
committee, citation in 

policy document, giving 
evidence, training etc)

Scale of outcomes 
(regional, national, … 

multi-continental)
Industrial sector/area



High level data: awards level

13%

Awards reporting policy outcomes

Impact not 
known

Awards 
reporting 

impact

Awards reporting impacts



Outcomes vs 
impact

43% of all policy outcomes  have 
a known impact at the time of 

submission. 

Have impact
43%

No impacts yet
21%

Impact not 
known

36%



Impact 
distribution

Health
7%

Education
37%

Societal 
33%

Economic
23%



Impact scale

Regional
16%

UK
55%

Europe
7%

Continental 
10%

Multiple continents
12%



Impact reach

Africa
37%

Asia
36%

Australia
7%

N Am
11%

S Am
9%



Time to 
impact

0.29%

1.42%

3.02%

4.54%

5.39%

5.93%

6.48%
6.64%

Before Within 1 Year Within 2 Years Within 3 Years Within 4 Years Within 5 Years After 5 Years Later

TIME LINE OF IMPACT REPORTING



How can information 
inform strategy?



Example 
questions

Can I accelerate impact? 

Can I increase the scale of impact? 

Can I improve translation of outcomes into 
impacts? 

Can I focus on a specific sector or a 
geography? 

Can I collect further information to help 
me see more patterns? 



Discussion

Collect

Describe

Discover

Predict

Advise



Data sharing

Medical research story

www.researchmedia.com/amrc/
making-a-difference-impact-

report-2017

http://www.researchmedia.com/amrc/making-a-difference-impact-report-2017


Combining 
data from 
different 
sources

University databases

Research publications databases

Open data sources

Economic and socio-economic data 
bases

Industrial databases



Discussion

Would data sharing between funders, especially at the 
international scale, allow for better measuring and 
landscaping? 

How can we go about combining datasets from different 
sources to get a fuller picture of impact?

With more research and impact data becoming available, 
can we use data science methods and AI to gain deeper 
understanding of drivers and barriers for impact? What 
impacts should we focus on, as applied to social sciences 
and humanities? 
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Carlos Moedas, EU: 

“Making our science and innovation 

more open and international will help 

Europe respond to the challenges of 

globalisation and social sustainability 

that the Commission has recently 

highlighted. 

We should stand up in science and 

innovation to shape a truly inclusive 

globalisation.”

https://ec.europa.eu/research/openvision/

https://ec.europa.eu/research/openvision/


+
EU Open Science Agenda

1. FAIR and open data 

2. European Open Science Cloud

3. Next Generation Metrics

4. Open Access & Future of Scholarly Communication

5. Open Science Skills

6. Open Science Rewards

7. Research Integrity

8. Citizen Science

As presented by JC Burgelman, DG RTD, at EARMA Leadership Event, April 18-20, 2018
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EU Open Science Agenda

1. FAIR and open data 

2. European Open Science Cloud

3. Next Generation Metrics

4. Open Access & Future of Scholarly Communication

5. Open Science Skills

6. Open Science Rewards

7. Research Integrity
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 Open/FAIR research data

 Open Access to publications

 Facilitate reproducibility

Measuring and rewarding

Open Science efforts & impacts

(Incentives & Career implications)



+
Open Access to publications

 Clearly the simplest requirement to fulfill

 Publications are relatively well understood objects

 We have decades of experience in documenting and 

analyzing publications and their contexts

 But the concept of Open Access needs a bit clearing-up

 Any form of electronic access without payment?

 Even transient forms, lasting only for weeks, months?

 Only sustainable/permanent forms of Open Access?

 Trusted repositories

 Any post peer-review version, or only (a) certain version(s)



+
FAIR Data & Reproducibility

A substantial challenge

 Findable - Documented with rich metadata and unique identifier

 Accessible – Data and metadata must be easily retrieved

 Interoperable – Understandable language & common vocabularies

 Reusable – Clear license to reuse & even richer metadata to enable this

Reproducibility:

 + FAIR Software code

 + FAIR Research protocols



+
FAIR Data & Reproducibility

A substantial challenge

 Findable - Documented with rich metadata and unique identifier

 Accessible – Data and metadata must be easily retrieved

 Interoperable – Understandable language & common vocabularies

 Reusable – Clear license to reuse & even richer metadata to enable this

Reproducibility:

 + FAIR Software code

 + FAIR Research protocols

Substantial effort.

Involving many actors.

Requiring standards, 

collaboration, resources, 

and incentives



+
How to measure all this?



+
Publication centric approach ?

Publi-
cation

Author

Data

Proto-
col

SW
Code

Topic

Funder

Project

Organi-
zation



+
But for rewarding researchers (affecting

careers) 

a high level of precision is needed

 An AUTHOR is not an AUTHOR is not an AUTHOR

 At least not in many cases

 And some are not credited as AUTHORS at all

 There is quite some

 Fog – Inflation – Omission – in authorship attribution

 To reward Open Science efforts correctly

 We need to understand where credit is due



+
Fog, Inflation, Omission



+
Fog



+

A Fermilab approach described by Biagoli
in Scientific Authorship, 2003

 Standard author list, updated twice a year:

1. Researchers with a PhD are included if they devote 50% of 
their time to an experiment

2. Graduate students are included if they work full time on an 
experiment

3. Technicians are included if they make major contributions to 
the experiment.

 Those who leave an experiment remain authors of resulting 
papers for a year after they leave.

 Authorship = “credits for accumulated labor”

Fog, Inflation, Omission



+
Fog



+
Credit where it’s due

 Nature 508, 312–313 (17 April 2014) doi:10.1038/508312a



+

 https://casrai.org/credit/



+
CRediT roles

1. Conceptualization

2. Data curation

3. Formal analysis

4. Funding acquisition

5. Investigation

6. Methodology

7. Project administration

8. Resources

9. Software

10.Supervision

11.Validation

12.Visualization

13.Writing – original draft

14.Writing – review & editing



+

Clip from mailing list 
of:

 Danish Forum for 
Research Data 
Managers



+
So



+
So



+
So



+
So – When is this ready?

A systemic and a cultural change

But Open Science is just science done right 

A bit of  a journey

Challenging, doable and rewarding

The sooner we start ….

Report from the EU expert group on Open 
Science indicators expected end of 2018



+
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How much momentum do 

bicycles have in Denmark?

AESIS - The Impact Agenda for Social Sciences & Humanities

Christina Lohr – Product Manager SciVal – c.lohr@elsevier.com 

• October, 2018

• Christina Lohr – Product Manager SciVal – c.lohr@elsevier.com

mailto:c.lohr@elsevier.com


• What is research impact?

• What tools do we have to measure societal impact?

• Making granular discoveries easier: 

Breaking away from subject classifications with Topic Prominence in Science for more 

structured insights

• Practical application on Danish research

Agenda



• Number of Library holdings 

(WorldCat OCLC)

• Views on Slideshare

• Plays on YouTube

• Amazon book reviews

• Clinical citations or Health 

policy/guideline citations

• Government policy citations

• News mentions

• Patent citations

• Academic: Industry 

partnerships

• Licenses

• Business consultancy activities

• Number of patents filed and 

granted

• Wikipedia citations

• Blog mentions

• StackExchange links

• Downloads from Github, 

RePEc, IRs

• Citations (field normalised, 

%iles, counts)

• Collaborators on Github

• Full text, pdf, html views on 

ScienceDirect, Figshare etc

• Social media metrics (Shares, 

likes, +1, Tweets)

Educational 
impact

Societal 
impact

Commercial 
impact

Innovation

Informa-
tional

impact

Academic 
impact

Promotion / 
attention / 

buzz

Types of 

impact

What could research metrics help demonstrate?



Two Golden Rules for using research metrics

Always use both qualitative

and quantitative input into 

your decisions

Always use more than one 

research metric as the 

quantitative input

Using multiple metrics drives desirable 

changes in behaviour (harder to game)

There are many different ways of being excellent

One metric’s strengths can complement the 

weaknesses of others

Combining both approaches = closer to the 

whole story

Valuable intelligence comes when these 

approaches show different messages

Benefit from the strengths of both 

approaches. Don’t replace one with the other



SciVal in a nutshell

SciVal offers quick, easy access to the research performance of 230 nations and over 10,000 

research institutions worldwide, and groups of institutions

Ready-made-at a 

glance snapshots of 

any selected entity 

Flexibility to create and 

compare any research 

groups

Identify and analyze 

existing and potential 

collaboration 

opportunities

Visualize 

research 

performance

Benchmark 

your 

progress

Develop 

collaborative 

partnerships

Analyze 

research 

trends

Analyze research 

trends to discover the 

top performers and 

rising stars



Let’s get granular!

• When not looking at a physical entity (e.g. an institution), 

users want to look at areas of research

• You either have to:

• define your own research area (which is very unstructured), 

or

• rely on journal classifications to segment papers - in 

Scopus 334 categories

• But what if we could help the user find their topics of 

interest at a much more granular level?



Introducing Topic Prominence in Science

• We have identified ~ 96,000 global research topics by 

clustering all of Scopus using direct citation linking and 

ranked them by Prominence.

• Prominence is a new indicator that shows the current 

momentum of a topic by looking at very recent citations, views

and CiteScore values.

• Prominence = momentum (not the same as importance!). 

• Prominence can predict funding – helps researchers and 

research managers identify topics which are likely to be well 

funded.



First of its kind

The first truly global detailed research portfolio analysis – this 

has never been done before – we use all of Scopus to form topics.

• Who’s leading the way – We can identify emergent topics with 

high momentum to understand who is currently leading the way.

• What’s related – We can tell you how the topics are related to 

your research portfolio.

• A better reflection of reality – Topics are an excellent reflection 

of reality since they are based on citation patterns and not journal 

categories and are therefore truly multidisciplinary.



What can we do with this new level of 

aggregation?

• Look at an institution or country

• Identify topics where they are a key 

contributor

• Learn more about the topics

• See who’s doing what and with whom

• Identify the key researcher(s)



Let’s take a look at Denmark…



…and the Social Sciences in particular



Bicycles have a lot of momentum in Denmark



Learn more about the Topic



Topic character

What is this Topic about?

Keyphrases are derived from 

the article data using natural 

language processing.



Denmark is #9 

in this Topic



See the underlying 

publications



Find out about the societal impact





Academic-corporate collaboration



Who are the 

corporate partners?



What are they 

working on together?



Summary

What are the latest developments on measuring impact and how do they help create more 

structured insight in impact-performance?

• Topic Prominence aids discovery and provides a granular structure to measure impact-

performance

• Societal impact can be demonstrated using tools like SciVal, PlumX and Scopus

• Always remember the 2 Golden Rules for the responsible use of metrics!



Thank you



Panel discussion & Q&A
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Next up:

15.00-15.30

15.30-17.15

Break

Plenary closing Lumbye Hall


